Product references

NUPRO® WHITE VARNISH
130210EU GRAPE
50 Single Unit Doses

NUPRO® WHITE VARNISH
130213EU RASPBERRY
50 Single Unit Doses

NUPRO® SENSODYNE® PROPHY PASTE
NUPRO® Sensodyne® Cups with Fluoride
(175 Patient Dose Cups, 1 Prophy Grip, 1 Prophy Ring)
801510 Polish, Spearmint
801511 Polish, Orange
801522 Stain Removal, Spearmint
801523 Stain Removal, Orange

NUPRO® Sensodyne® Cups without Fluoride
(175 Patient Dose Cups, 1 Prophy Grip, 1 Prophy Ring)
801524 Polish, Spearmint
801525 Polish, Orange
801528 Stain Removal, Spearmint
801529 Stain Removal, Orange

NUPRO® PROPHY PASTE
NUPRO® Cup with Fluoride
(200 Patient Dose Cups, 1 Prophy Grip, 1 Prophy Ring)
801310 Fine, Mint
801311 Fine, Razzberry
801312 Medium, Mint
801313 Medium, Razzberry
801314 Coarse, Mint
801315 Coarse, Razzberry

NUPRO® Cup without Sodium Fluoride
(200 Patient Dose Cups, 1 Prophy Grip, 1 Prophy Ring)
801220 Medium, Orange
801221 Coarse, Orange
801222 Medium, Mint
801223 Coarse, Mint
801224 Fine, Orange
801225 Fine, Razzberry
801226 Fine, Mint
801227 Fine, Razzberry
801228 Medium, Orange
801229 Medium, Razzberry
801230 Coarse, Orange
801231 Coarse, Mint

SEAL&PROTECT® PROTECTIVE SEALANT
60604700 STANDARD PACKAGE
1 x 4.5 ml Seal&Protect Bottle
50 x Applicator Tips
10 x Applicator Dishes

For more information visit www.dentsply.com/en-uk

NUPRO® White Varnish delivers rapid fluoride release
Delivering a uniquely formulated varnish for hypersensitivity relief

NUPRO® White Varnish
130210EU GRAPE
50 Single Unit Doses

NUPRO® White Varnish
130213EU RASPBERRY
50 Single Unit Doses

NUPRO® SENSODYNE® PROPHY PASTE
NUPRO® Sensodyne® Cups with Fluoride
(175 Patient Dose Cups, 1 Prophy Grip, 1 Prophy Ring)
801510 Polish, Spearmint
801511 Polish, Orange
801522 Stain Removal, Spearmint
801523 Stain Removal, Orange

NUPRO® Sensodyne® Cups without Fluoride
(175 Patient Dose Cups, 1 Prophy Grip, 1 Prophy Ring)
801524 Polish, Spearmint
801525 Polish, Orange
801528 Stain Removal, Spearmint
801529 Stain Removal, Orange

NUPRO® PROPHY PASTE
NUPRO® Cup with Fluoride
(200 Patient Dose Cups, 1 Prophy Grip, 1 Prophy Ring)
801310 Fine, Razzberry
801311 Fine, Razzberry
801312 Medium, Razzberry
801314 Coarse, Razzberry

NUPRO® Cup without Sodium Fluoride
(200 Patient Dose Cups, 1 Prophy Grip, 1 Prophy Ring)
801220 Medium, Orange
801221 Coarse, Orange
801222 Medium, Mint
801223 Coarse, Mint
801224 Fine, Orange
801225 Fine, Razzberry
801226 Fine, Mint
801227 Fine, Razzberry
801228 Medium, Orange
801229 Medium, Razzberry
801230 Coarse, Orange
801231 Coarse, Mint
Uniquely formulated

Reduces sensitivity immediately and up to 8 weeks

In vitro studies showed near complete tubules occlusion after application of NUPRO® White Varnish

2000 x magnification

Before treatment

After treatment

NUPRO® White Varnish has greater fluoride uptake vs. Colgate® Duraphat® Varnish and VOCO Profluorid® Varnish

Benefits clinician and patients

Designed for easy handling...

Can be applied to a wet tooth surface and sets on contact with saliva

Formula is easy to apply, reaching hard to access interproximal areas

Uniquely formulated to minimise clumping with no dripping or stringing

Package designed to reduce cross-contamination

Spreads easily on teeth to leave a uniform layer

NUPRO® White Varnish is easy to see during application and sets to a clear finish

... and patient acceptance

Two-hour wear time so patients can resume normal eating quickly

Pleasant flavours for patient acceptance

Quickly sets to a clear finish to encourage patient compliance

* In an enamel fluoride uptake study, enamel was applied to sound, polished enamel specimens. These specimens were each paired with a specimen that had an artificial incipient lesion formed, and the lesioned enamel was not treated with varnish. The paired specimens were immersed into artificial saliva for 1 hour, after which they were placed in artificial saliva. The solution was changed at 2-hour intervals, and the specimens were removed after 24 hours. The enamel with artificial lesions was then treated with varnish. Percentage increase in fluoride uptake compared to the untreated specimen that had an artificial incipient lesion formed.

NUPRO® White Varnish had significantly more fluoride uptake into both sound and lesioned enamel than VOCO Profluorid® Varnish and Colgate® Duraphat® Varnish.

NUPRO® White Varnish is a unique fluoride varnish that can be applied to a wet tooth surface and quickly sets to a clear finish, encouraging patient compliance.

**NUPRO® White Varnish has greater fluoride uptake vs. Colgate® Duraphat® Varnish and VOCO Profluorid® Varnish***